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It sounds a bit eccentric to fly some 2,600
miles for a few games of golf but it was
definitely worth it even though gambling is
not my favourite past time. Named as the
city that never sleeps, Vegas is also full of
glitz and glamour where Casinos never
close, nightly exotic floor shows feature top
international singers – (Celine Dion was
performing at Caesar’s Palace while I was
there) - and VIP booths in one of the chic
night clubs could set you back a mind
boggling $10,000! 

Fortunately the ten and a half hour Virgin
Atlantic flight direct to Las Vegas went far
quicker than expected arriving conveniently
mid-afternoon local time. In what seemed
like no time we were soon driving down the
famous ‘Strip’ on our way to the recently
opened five star Encore Hotel. Built on the
town’s periphery, the hotel consists mostly of
mini and de luxe suits but also boasts its
own exclusive 18 hole golf course
conveniently next to the hotel but mostly
reserved for high rollers and celebrity guests
prepared to pay the privilege to play there.
The only celebrity we caught a glimpse of as
we admired the perfectly manicured 18th
green from the club house balcony was
Michael Vic, a famous American basketball
player who admittedly not many in our group
had even heard of.  

Waking up on the first day to perfect golfing
weather jet lag hardly seemed to matter as
we assembled for a typical American
breakfast in the hotel’s aptly named Society
Café, thankfully away from the razzmatazz of

the hotel’s constant buzzing casino that
seemingly spreads over most of its spacious
lobby. Thoughtfully our tee times on  had
been scheduled for early afternoon at the
delightful South Shore Golf Club in the small
but pleasant nearby resort of Lake Las Vegas
about a half an hour’s drive from the city. 

South Shore is a magnificent Jack Nicholas
designed course featuring long winding and
sometimes wide fairways bordered mostly by
typical desert terrain. This is where a miss
hit often results in a ball ricocheting back
onto the fairway or if unlucky lost forever.
Considering most courses in Nevada are
predominantly desert designed, buggies are
de rigueur and normally included in green
fees mostly because many of the courses
are quite elevated in sections and have long
walks between the holes.  

South Shore’s par 71 course was recently
named as one of America’s ‘top 10 New
Private Golf Courses’, and first opened in
1996. Designed in such way to blend in
naturally with the surrounding desert I found

this course both pleasant but challenging and
definitely suitable for all standards of golfer.
The Loews Lake Las Vegas hotel where
stayed has recently been renovated and has
stunning views over the lake and the golf
club is all part of the hotel’s complex. A
helicopter ride to the Grand Canyon is
almost obligatory these days and a perfect
way to view this mostly uninhabited but
stunningly beautiful region. However, what
thrilled us most was landing in the middle of
the Paiute Golf Club’s practice range in
readiness for our next round of golf
something I understand is all part of the Las
Vegas lifestyle. At least it avoided going back
to pick up golf bags, which were
conveniently ferried to the club in advance of
our arrival instead. 

The Paiute Golf Club boasts three
magnificent courses the most famous of the
three is the par 72 Wolf course and
Nevada’s longest course. It is also the club’s
newest and most difficult course offers five
different tee options. After our exhilarating
helicopter ride this is where we ended up
playing 18 challenging holes in perfect warm
Nevada spring sunshine. This course both
challenging and demanding in equal
measures but it is the breathtaking
surrounding scenery that seemingly blends
unobtrusively into the course’s architecture
that makes this course so unique. Wherever
you play there’s always a ‘hole from hell’
and in this case the 15th is definitely the
course’s most daunting hole. The green of
the par 4 hole is an island completely
surrounded by water. 

Apart from golf Las Vegas has plenty of
other distractions and a quick flutter at the
tables is an obviously one. All hotels have
enormous casinos occupying entire lobbies
with literally lines and lines of varying types
of electronically operated slot machines.
Each time you enter the hotel’s lobby it’s like
entering a casino but like me you have a full
itinerary there wasn’t much time to spend in
the casinos. 

A trip down the ‘Strip’ at night in a very British
open top double-decker bus is something not
to be missed. A recorded commentary tells
you all about the famous landmarks as you
sail past including the legendary Caesars
Palace and equally famous hundred foot high
fountains outside the Bellagio hotel. If you
have time pay a visit to the recently opened
MOB Experience Museum, which is all about
the history of organised crime, something that
obviously goes hand in hand with the history
of Las Vegas. 

In spite of its many attractions and for that
matter distractions golf though, still remains
as much a part of Vegas as gambling.

April Tod

Gambling, Glamour and Glitz
Never in my wildest dreams did I ever believe I would end up playing golf in Las Vegas,
a city regarded by most as the gambling capital of America. But surprisingly this
famous metropolis also boasts some thirty exquisitely designed golf courses, all within
easy reach of the city and all with stunning views of the surrounding Nevada desert.  
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